H1655  HA NOI, MUA DONG NAM 1946  (VIETNAM, 1997)
(Other titles: Hanoi : winter 1946; 1946 winter in Hanoi; Winter 1946)

Credits: director, Dang, Nhat Minh; writers, Hoang Nhuan Cam, Dang Nhat Minh.
Cast: Tien Hoi, Vo Hoai Nam, Quang Hai, Quach Thu Phuong.
Summary: Melodrama set in Hanoi in late 1946. Lam, a law student, works as a
liaison between President Ho Chi Minh and French High Commissioner
Sainteny as Ho Chi Minh tries to negotiate peaceful autonomy from France.
The negotiations break down due to resistance by the French generals. Ho
Chi Minh leaves the city to join the armed resistance. Lam, whose wife has
just given birth, joins the fighting in Hanoi.
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